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Portugal
Portugal consistently ranks as a top-tier 

country for expats. In a 2019 study conducted 

by InterNations, Portugal came in first for 

quality of life, safety and stability.

Flourishing economy
Portugal is an ideal country for investment

Permits to property owners for the renovation 

of old properties, in exchange for residence 

permits, are transforming Lisbon and Porto, 

while Portugal’s Golden Visa scheme has led to 

a surge in residential property value.

As Portugal’s real estate market has expanded, 

opportunities to make a profit from property 

investments have skyrocketed. With foreign 

property ownership requirements and 

transaction costs being so moderate, investors 

buying into the property market are benefiting 

from significant capital gains. The Golden Visa 

scheme also allows investors to rent out their 

property during their five-year investment, 

enabling them to gain a profit in return.

Moreover, Lisbon is fast gaining a reputation as 

Europe’s Silicon Valley. A budding creative and 

tech startup scene has sprung up in Portugal’s 

capital city, boosted by accelerator funding, 

tech incubators and new coworking spaces. 

Innovative entrepreneurs are flocking to Lisbon 

in droves, making Portugal an ideal country to 

invest in business.



Real estate investment
Excellent capital gains

Investors buying into the real estate market in 

Portugal for the Golden Visa now have excellent 

prospects for capital gains in the coming years. 

Advice is recommended for serious buyers as 

there are clear distinctions between typical 

vacation homes on the coast of Portugal and 

properties in cities such as Lisbon.

Why invest in Portugal
The place to be

The Portugal Golden Visa program has proven 

to be one of the most popular schemes in 

Europe, attracting many investors due to its 

flexibility and the benefits provided. Since its 

launching in 2012 the Golden Visa program 

has been actively promoted internationally 

by the Portuguese government, allowing the 

investors to obtain a residency permit, which 

may include their families.



Portugal 
at a glance
From airports to education, 
Portugal is a small but smart 

everything. 

PORTO

LISBON

BEJA

FARO

POPULATION:
10.4 Million

KEY CITIES:
LISBON & 
PORTO

GLOBAL PEACE 
INDEX: 
TOP 4

W.E.C.I.
WORLD ECONOMIC 
COMPETITVENESS 
INDEX: 
34 / 141



 

LISBON

Capital city and

international 

commercial hub

ALENTEJO

First Starlight 

Tourism 

Destination

in the world

PORTO

2nd largest and 

most prosperous 

city

Key industry: 

tourism and 

hospitality

DOURO

The Douro River 

and the Douro 

Valley are known 

for Port, a sweet 

wine that has been 

produced here for 

two thousand years

ALGARVE

Portugal’s beach destination

Key industry: 

tourism, high-end service, 

haven for retired people

Discovering chartered 
heritage properties

& converting them into 
state of the art

sustainable developments

PRIME HERITAGE PROJECTS
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Portugal
Ranked 6th Most 

Powerful Passport 
in the World

9 Reasons

 

  

 

The non-habitual resident 
(NHR) status is a tax system 
that grants 20% tax rate 
or a total exemption on 
the taxation of income of 
expatriates who choose to 
live in Portugal, for a period 
of 10 years. 
 

Portugal ranks as the 15th 
best country in the world 
for infrastructure.  Quality 
of roads: 4th best in the 
world. Portugal ranks 6th in 
motorway network
density, well above the 
OECD average. 

The main reason for the enthusiasm 
about Portugal from people involved 
in the crypto space is that crypto 
earnings are tax-free in Portugal. 
This means that any profit from the 
purchase and sale of cryptocurrency 
in Portugal will not be taxed, nor will 
the exchange of cryptocurrency for 
other currencies.

TAX BENEFITS 
ON THE SALE 
OF CRYPTO IN 
PORTUGAL

Portugal’s Social and 
political stability is one of 
the main reasons people 
want to Invest there.
The day-to-day quality 
of life also makes it very 
appealing. 
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With its mild 
climate, 3,000 hours bathed by the Atlantic Ocean, Portugal is 

Excellent living standards
One of the lowest costs of living in Europe

Portugal boasts an international reputation for 

its world-class healthcare system. Its National 

Health Service provides free and universal 

healthcare for all Portuguese residents. At 

present, life expectancy in Portugal stands at 81. 

For families with children looking to relocate, 

there is a rich network of private and international 

schools, offering high standards of education 

and a variety of curricula. 

And as one of the countries with the lowest costs 

of living in Western Europe, just about everything 

in Portugal is affordable. From accommodation 

to groceries and public transport, a family can 

lead comfortable lives.



The agricultural  heart of Portugal , the Alentejo  makes  half 

of the  country ’s wine  and  much  of the  world ’s cork . Its 

dramatic  landscapes , slow living and Portuguese  soul are 

attracting visitors from all over the world.

Until  recently , the  Alentejo  (“beyond  the Tejo ” in English , 

referring  to  the  region  south  of  the  river  that  passes 

through  Lisbon ) was  overlooked  by  all  but  the  most 

adventurous  visitors . The biggest  section  of Portugal  and 

also  the least  populated , it’s a warm , dry  region  of rolling 

hills , farmland  and  cork  forests , and  also  of medieval  hill 

towns and majestic castles. 

The Romans  left  behind  an array  of ruins , especially  in 

cities  like  Évora , with  its  huge  aqueduct  and  temple 

dedicated  to Diana , and  the  white  city  Estremoz , where 

there are often artifacts  (and local marble) underfoot . After 

the  Romans  left , the  Visigoths  and  the  Moors  ruled  the 

region  until  the  Jesuits  arrived  in the  16th century . They 

boosted  the  region ’s  winemaking  tradition  and 

transformed  cities  like  Évora , the  baroque  Montemor -o-

Novo and the royal city of 

        ALENTEJO,
     THE PORTUGUESE
TUSCANY



BEJA
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
Alentejo
Beja is the new

international airport

in Portugal

Distance to 
Lisbon Airport

192 km; 1H54minutes (Drive)

Distance to Porto Airport
378 km; 4H09minutes (Drive)

Distance to Beja Airport
130 km; 1H32minutes (Drive)

Distance to Faro Airport
266 km; 3H11minutes (Drive)

Distance to Seville Airport (Spain)
282 km; 2H58minutes (Drive)

Distance to Badajoz Airport (Spain)
58 km; 43minutes (Drive)

PORTO
INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

FARO
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

BADAJOZ

MADRID 

SPAIN

SEVILLE

UNIVERSITY CITY

TROIA

COMPORTA

ALQUEVA

EVORA

Alentejo
A region to be discovered

ALENTEJO

ALGARVE

PORTUGAL

ALENTEJO

LISBON

BEJA

BORBA
ELVAS

VILA VIÇOSA



Alentejo

courses
The heart of the Tróia peninsula – in 

Comporta – is home to one of the most 

exciting and challenging golf courses in 

Portugal. Set right at the edge of the ocean, 

it boasts glorious 

views of the beach and the magnificent 

Serra da Arrábida.

Designed by the North American golf 

architect Robert Trent Jones Senior, Tróia 

Golf was voted one of the best golf courses 

in the world by Rolex in 2011. Recently, Golf 

World magazine also recognised it as the 

17th best golf course in continental Europe. 

The Tróia Golf course is particularly renowned 

for its third and 18 hole course. The third hole 

features a perfectly landscaped design and 

a view of the ocean, and Robert Trent Jones 

Senior considers it to be one of the best he 

has ever created. He chose it as part of his

 ideal 18th hole course.



Alentejo
Beaches

The nature 

Across the river from Lisbon and again across the water 

from Setúbal lies the Tróia Peninsula, a 20 km long spit of 

sand that stands between the Sado estuary and the Atlantic 

Ocean. Comporta is located at the southern 

end of this spit with little but sand dunes and 

pine forest beyond.

Despite being only an hour from the capital, Comporta is, 

for the time being, under the radar. This means miles of 

uncrowded, powdery white sand in either direction and 

about finding somewhere to park. Given its location in 

the relative backwaters of the Alentejo and the fact you’ve 

never heard of it you might expect the Praia da Comporta 

to be somewhat backwards – this is not the case. There is 

something of a laid back, groovy scene at Comporta with a 

couple of trendy restaurants right on the beach.

 The charms of the Tróia Peninsula haven’t gone unnoticed 

and towards the northern tip there has been a fair bit of 

development over recent years. It is easily reachable by ferry 

from Setúbal although many of the visitors don’t make it 

quite as far as Comporta.



The whole town is a World Heritage Site, an 

open-air museum according to UNESCO since 

1986. Its walls have been guarding practically 

unaltered streets and buildings throughout the 

centuries. It is this historical and cultural wealth 

which attracts more and more Portuguese 

and Foreign visitors. Let’s just say it is a poorly 

kept “secret”, although we are still safe from the 

hordes of tourists that visit some 

European cities. 

The Fascination of the trip starts right away 

when you travel the roads of the Alentejo region. 

Then, it accompanies you white you enter the 

historical center of Evora, with its impressive 

walls keeping the “eborenses”; safe for a long 

time now. Inside them, you are awaited by traces 

of Roman times, medieval buildings, palaces and 

convents which are witness to the golden era of 

Portugal (15th and 16th centuries). 

The historical center of the town is not very 

big. So, it is possible to see it all by having long 

walks through the narrow streets. However, you 

are going to need some more time to enjoy 

everything Evora has to offer.

EVORA
World Heritage



BORBA 
The Alentejo 

baroque & rococo 
treasure hive

Borba is one of those cities in the 

interior of Portugal that would be 

easy to overlook if it were not for its 

magnificent past. The Convento das 

Servas is a cornerstone of that past 

that has earned this region its place 

in history. Built on the 15th-century 

hermitage where the Brotherhood 

of the Servants of Our Lady worked, 

the structure was bequeathed 

to the Franciscan Order of the 

Algarves Province in the early 1600s. 

It soon became one of the most 

important edifices in Portugal. Its 

decorations depict the transition 

from baroque to rococo. 
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16th-century heritage

   

호텔 그 이상의 가치 

ALENTEJO의 가장 눈부신   

신선한
 
경험

 

19세기 포르투갈에서 수도회가 문을 닫으며, 
웅장했던 Convento das Servas가 폐허가 되
었습니다. 그러나 리모델링을 통해, 기존의 골
조를 유지하며 새로 태어났습니다. 이제 이베
리아 반도에서 가장 큰 수도원을 중심으로 새
로운 호텔 개발로, 역사를 연결하고 기념하는 
장소가 되었습니다.

17세기의 건물에서 

콘벤다스 세르바스 
리조트 알렌테호 - 보르바



CONVENTO DAS SERVAS RESORT

Biggest cloister of the Iberian peninsula

보르바의  유서  깊은  건물의  고급  리조트.  이번  프
로젝트를

 
통해

 
포르투갈

 
남부에

 
위치한

 
회랑 을 

겸비한
 

고대
 

수녀원을
 

완전히
 

개조했습니다.
 

이
 

지역의
 

특산물인
 

포도로
 

생산된
 

보르바
 

와인
이

 

리조트의

 

품격을

 

더해줍니다.
 

50개의

 

호텔

 

스
위트

 

룸과

 

사우나,

 

스파,

 

야외

 

수영장,

 

레스토 랑,
 

바,

 

실내

 

및

 

실외

 

이벤트

 

공간,

 

그리고

 

45개 의
 

고
급

 

빌라를

 

갖춘

 

5성급

 

리조트로

 

설계되었 으며,
 

예상

 

총

 

투자

 

금액은

 

4200만

 

유로입니다.





고급 와인 라운지 EXCLUSIVE WINE CLUB 

Seeking to offer exclusive, memorable experiences 

through outstanding wines the Clubs are for true 

connoisseurs and fans of first-hand news, wines for 

ageing, rarities, thematic tastings, wine events and 

much more.

The club gives its members access to premium 

wines portfolio and much more, together with 

tastings led by winemakers and other events.

An exclusive club, for the investors and also by 

invitation only.

It brings together collectors, wine lovers and 

curious consumers, offering unique experiences 

ands benefits. 



와인 테라피 VINOTHERAPHY

Wine has been well loved and used for 

centuries: during dinners and celebrations, 

for the antioxidants, by the glass during 

your Friday night bath. But wine has many 

potential skin benefits as well. Vinotherapy 

involves the use of  wine by-products to deliver 

one-of-a-kind beauty and skincare treatments. 

Vinotherapy infuses classic spa treatments 

with wine and wine products to potentially 

amplify the treatment’s revitalizing and 

relaxing benefits. Products like grape seeds, 

their skin and stems, grape essential oils, 

extracts, micronized yeasts, and muscatel 

wines all play a part in giving you a spa 

experience unlike any you’ve had before. 

What’s the common thread between all of the 

aforementioned ingredients? Phytophenols 

and resveratrol. Phytophenols are flavonoids 

that have high antioxidant content, which 

is a must in order to boost skin’s health and 

protect it from free radicals. Resveratrol is a 

polyphenolic compound that is known for 

putting aging on pause and encouraging cell 

renewal. 

Vinotherapy treatments have also been shown 

to improve skin’s elasticity, quell inflammation, 

and even boost capillary health-basically 

everything you could ever want. It is proposed 

to tighten wrinkles, tone the skin, enrich and 

revitalize it, and keep it healthy and new 

overall. The polyphenols in wine treatments 

also boast antibacterial benefits, making them 

the perfect way to purify and detox the skin 

and body.



도면 및 사진



















FLOOR 0 FLOOR  1

타입 주택  A

128m2 + 테라스

2 개 예약 가능

FRACAO C6

FRACAO C1

FRACAO C2

FRACAO C3

FRACAO C4

FRACAO C5

FRACAO C7

FRACAO C8

FRACAO C9

FRACAO C10

FRACAO C11

FRACAO C12

FRACAO C13

FRACAO C14

FRACAO C15

FRACAO C16

FRACAO C17

FRACAO C18

FRACAO C19

FRACAO C20

FRACAO C21

FRACAO C22
FRACAO C23

FRACAO C24

FRACAO C25

FRACAO C27

FRACAO C29

FRACAO C30

FRACAO C31

FRACAO C32

FRACAO C33

FRACAO C45

FRACAO C34

FRACAO C35

FRACAO C36

FRACAO C37

FRACAO C38

FRACAO C39

FRACAO C40

FRACAO C41

FRACAO C42

FRACAO C43

FRACAO C44

FRACAO C26



FLOOR 0 FLOOR  1

FRACAO C23

FRACAO C24

FRACAO C25

FRACAO C27

FRACAO C29

FRACAO C30

FRACAO C31

FRACAO C32

FRACAO C33

FRACAO C45

FRACAO C34

FRACAO C35

FRACAO C36

FRACAO C37

FRACAO C38

FRACAO C39

FRACAO C40

FRACAO C41

FRACAO C42

FRACAO C43

FRACAO C44

FRACAO C26

FRACAO C1

FRACAO C2

FRACAO C4

FRACAO C7

FRACAO C8

FRACAO C9

FRACAO C10

FRACAO C11

FRACAO C12

FRACAO C13

FRACAO C14

FRACAO C15

FRACAO C16

FRACAO C17

FRACAO C18

FRACAO C19

FRACAO C20

FRACAO C21

FRACAO C22

타입 주택     B

70m2 ~ 80m2 + 테라스 
26 개 예약 가능



FLOOR 0 FLOOR  1

타입 주택    C

80m2  ~   85m2  + 테라스  

5개 예약 가능

FRACAO C23

FRACAO C24

FRACAO C25

FRACAO C27

FRACAO C29

FRACAO C30

FRACAO C31

FRACAO C32

FRACAO C33

FRACAO C45

FRACAO C34

FRACAO C35

FRACAO C36

FRACAO C37

FRACAO C38

FRACAO C39

FRACAO C40

FRACAO C41

FRACAO C42

FRACAO C43

FRACAO C44

FRACAO C26

FRACAO C1

FRACAO C2

FRACAO C3

FRACAO C4

FRACAO C5

FRACAO C7

FRACAO C8

FRACAO C9

FRACAO C10

FRACAO C11

FRACAO C12

FRACAO C13

FRACAO C14

FRACAO C15

FRACAO C16

FRACAO C17

FRACAO C18

FRACAO C19

FRACAO C20

FRACAO C21

FRACAO C22



FLOOR 0 FLOOR  1

  D

68m2 + 테라스

FRACAO C23

FRACAO C24

FRACAO C25

FRACAO C27

FRACAO C29

FRACAO C30

FRACAO C31

FRACAO C32

FRACAO C33

FRACAO C45

FRACAO C34

FRACAO C35

FRACAO C36

FRACAO C37

FRACAO C38

FRACAO C39

FRACAO C40

FRACAO C41

FRACAO C42

FRACAO C43

FRACAO C44

FRACAO C26

FRACAO C1

FRACAO C2

FRACAO C3

FRACAO C4

FRACAO C5

FRACAO C7

FRACAO C8

FRACAO C9

FRACAO C10

FRACAO C11

FRACAO C12

FRACAO C13

FRACAO C14

FRACAO C15

FRACAO C16

FRACAO C17

FRACAO C18

FRACAO C19

FRACAO C20

FRACAO C21

FRACAO C22

타입 주택  

1개 예약가능



FLOOR 0 FLOOR  1

타입 주택     E

68m2  ~ 70m2+ 
11 개 예약 가능 

FRACAO C23

FRACAO C24

FRACAO C25

FRACAO C27

FRACAO C29

FRACAO C30

FRACAO C31

FRACAO C32

FRACAO C33

FRACAO C45

FRACAO C34

FRACAO C35

FRACAO C36

FRACAO C37

FRACAO C38

FRACAO C39

FRACAO C40

FRACAO C41

FRACAO C42

FRACAO C43

FRACAO C44

FRACAO C26

FRACAO C1

FRACAO C2

FRACAO C3

FRACAO C4

FRACAO C5

FRACAO C7

FRACAO C8

FRACAO C9

FRACAO C10

FRACAO C11

FRACAO C12

FRACAO C13

FRACAO C14

FRACAO C15

FRACAO C16

FRACAO C17

FRACAO C18

FRACAO C19

FRACAO C20

FRACAO C21

FRACAO C22

테라스



투자가능인원
140 

50
호텔룸 빌라  

45

지역 

    

    

140

리

알렌테호 
보르바

조트 

95

280 000,00€

45
320 000,00€ ~ 595 000,00€

3%

4,05%

2026

    

보장 수익금  (첫 해 )

예상 수익금 (두 번째 해 이후 )

WEDDINGS KIDS CLUB LEISURE AREA

총 투자금 

예약 가능한 

예상 프로젝트 종료 시점 

4,285만 유로

      
도시       
자산 구분 

세부 사항 

투자 수익금 
총 투자 가능한 슬롯 

개인 등기 빌라 

호텔 (바이백) 

개인등기 빌라 수익율 
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